Business Case

Pay less – get more!

Costs and License Model
With Vaira all digital processes can be thought analog. The main advantage is
surely the automatization of to date still mandatory process steps. This saves
time and capacity for really necessary work – intuitive, fast and with more
data quality than ever before.
We work together with different network operators and construction companies to match our application best for any industry’s needs. Meaning not only
features but also a license model that suits both sides of the process and that
allows individual configuration.

More than 60% saving compared to today‘s analog measurements!
Construction Worker

Construction Worker
with Vaira

Surveyor

Disposition

7,00 €

0,50 €

2,50 €

Data Collection

7,00 €

0,50 €

-

Measurement & Sketch

19,00 €

1,25 €

70,00 €

Fair Drawing

10,00 €

-

32,00 €

Administration

7,00 €

-

42,00 €

Continuation

42,00 €

18,00 €

-

Queries

2,50 €

-

-

Vaira

0,00 €

13,00 €

-

94,50 €*

33,25 €

146,50 €*

Costs per Order

+ 64,81%

+ 77,3%

Flexible Model
x2
x1
x4

€

Splitting costs for an order differs strongly within the
whole industry, for example regarding the needed
amount of construction companies included. Also, the
requirements are quite different. Some only need simple sketches, others want the full construction site documented as good as possible.
We know about those different demands, hence we
made our license model as flexible as possible. Different
feature packages allow you a perfect fit into your needs.
Also, the number of needed orders is calculated into the
model. Payment takes place in regard to your bought
contingent of orders and monthly fees per user. This differentiation in orders with features and user costs allows
an easy split of costs between the network operator and
the construction company.

*These numbers are based on our experiences and talks to people of the industry. They shall illustrate the
potential for savings and may vary according to the size of your company and its structure.

Digital detox – less becomes more!

Digital Process Optimizing
Current process chains of order creation up to
their accounting take a long time, every step
in between needs bureaucracy and additional waiting time. Vaira quickens each step or
even automatizes it, hence eliminating waiting times completely.

surement that can later be fit into your GIS
using reference points. This also directly creates a fine-drawing for the construction worker
and the office users. Additional data can be
gathered by using form fields that can be directly connected to your ERP systems.

Orders, all data and results are synchronized between the office and the construction
worker in realtime. No sketches are needed
anymore, the construction worker gathers
vector data by using Augmented Reality mea-

There is no transfer needed anymore from
analog to digital. This eliminates a lot of
potential transferring errors and queries towards the construction worker: resulting in
six instead of twelve weeks time for one order.

MORE THAN 50%
TIME SAVING

CONSISTENTLY
DIGITAL, NO MEDIA
DISRUPTIONS

Create orders fast and easy
You can easily and comfortably create orders in our web application or the smartphone app. The App is based on simple
tasks like filling in forms, taking photos or
measuring. Those tasks can be completed
in any order, can be mandatory or optional.
Completed orders are synchronized in realtime with all accounts that have the right
and the need to see progress and results of
the order.

Ending the scribbling
By using a favorite system you can easily
recreate new orders based on old orders,
saving time and costs for the preparation
workers. By defining user rights and user
group rights you can simply manage who
sees what and when. The web application
also gives an overview of all current orders,
containing all progress and final result data.

With Vaira a lot of current process steps can
be automatized or completely eliminated.
The measurement in Augmented Reality makes measuring as simple as it can be. Miswritten, forgotten or not readable numbers are
an artifact of the analog past. The complete
digital process always creates properly readable and correct numbers that don’t need any
queries anymore and may also be automatically transferred by interfaces.

Don‘t fear the digital world – everything will become better!

Future and Data Security
Digitalization means more than just saving
money. Everything has also to be and to stay
reliable, secure and future-oriented. This
is why we don’t sell Vaira as a piece of software one-time but as a Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS).
By this, Vaira is always up to date, getting
new features and security updates as you are
using it. Our application will not outdate and
you won’t be obliged to buy a new piece of
Vaira 2.0 in the future. Instead, you are able

to just integrate new features easily into your
own processes. Your data also won‘t outdate
but stay usable all the time.
Data security is another keyword that we
are very keen to ensure. This is why we use
Cloud Services. The services we use are not
only good secured but also very well mirrored
all over the world, meaning that data loss or
theft is nearly impossible. Cloud services also
ensure that you can your data from anywhere
at any time.

TRACKING OF
ORDERS IN
REAL TIME

BETTER
OVERVIEW AND
SECURITY

Better quality in less time

Consistently digital, consistently usable

Order’s results are accessible fast, complete
and as graphics, numbers and text data sets.
No more fine-drawings in the evening or misinterpreted scribbled numbers anymore.
These data sets can be synchronized with
your systems by open interfaces that we offer. Hence, your worker’s power can be used
in works that are really needed and not for
transferring data from analog to digital.

Altogether, seven steps in a casual house
connection process can either be simplified, quickened or even skipped by using
Vaira. This is also possible thanks to the
secure, stable and hence important Cloud
Services. With those, all your data is multiple times backed up and can be accessed
from anywhere at any time.

Yet, Vaira is also usable without an internet
connection on your smartphone. We implemented offline compatibility that enables
you to synchronize orders once. After this,
you may work with it offline and synchronize it as soon as you have internet connectivity again. This also makes synchronizing
only via WLAN possible while still keeping
all features functional.

VISIT US ONLINE!

www.vaira.app
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